“SAFETY IN HEAT” CAMPAIGN
HOSTED BY
EHS OFFICE – COMMUNICATION & AWARENESS SECTION (AL AIN MUNICIPALITY)
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ORGANIZED AT NEW AL AIN HOSPITAL PROJECT
On receipt of communication from EHS Office – Communication & Awareness Section (Al Ain Municipality) dated August 30, 2017, the requirements of Safety Awareness Program were discussed with Project Key Personnel.

A schedule was developed regarding the agenda and activities to be carried out during “Safety Awareness Campaign” and communicated with all concerned.

Afterwards, as per the schedule, Awareness Trainings on ‘Safety in Heat’ were organized by Al Ain Municipality executives on 07.09.2017 for Site Engineers/Supervisors and Operatives.

Mr. Hasher Al Azeezi (Senior Project Manager - Musanada), Mr. Basim Obaid (Project Manager - Musanada), Mr. Donal Morrissey (Resident Engineer – IFO) and Mr. Zaher Salman (Project Director ASJ) were actively involved in the campaign.

After the successful completion of Safety Awareness Campaign, Project Employees pledged that they will adhere to HSE Regulations and Safe Working Procedures at work places to prevent Work Place Incidents, Occupational Diseases and Environmental Pollution in order to ensure Safe and Healthy Working Environment.

Appreciation/reward from Al Ain Municipality Executives and Senior Management has really motivated employees to work in a proactive manner in order to achieve the targets within stipulated time scale without any untoward incident at Project Site.
Program Objectives

- The overall objective of this program was to educate and ensure awareness among employees on proactive measures during hot weather to “prevent heat related illness and to eliminate the risks of heat related illnesses.

- To enhance their knowledge regarding legal requirements pertaining to “Abu Dhabi Occupational Safety and Health System Framework (OSHAD-SF) Code of Practice CoP 11.0 – Version 3.1 June 2017 “Safety in the Heat” requirements.

- To comply with Legal requirements, Musanada Key HSE requirements and ASJV HSE Polices & Procedures.
ACTIVITIES PERFORMED
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MR. ZAHER SALMAN (PROJECT DIRECTOR – ASJV) RECEIVES REPRESENTATIVES FROM EHS OFFICE – COMMUNICATION & AWARENESS SECTION, AL AIN MUNICIPALITY, MR. SARHAN FAISAL AL KINDI AND MR. MANDOUH GASIM M. TO THE NEW AL AIN HOSPITAL PROJECT.

INDUCTION TRAINING WAS COMPLETED PRIOR TO ENTERING THE CONSTRUCTION SITE BY ASJV PROJECT DIRECTOR.
A VIEW ON NEW AL AIN HOSPITAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT STAFF, ENGINEERS, FOREMEN AND OPERATIVES DURING NATIONAL ANTHEM
Mr. Zaher Salman (Project Director – ASJV) and Mr. Sathish Singh (Deputy Safety Manager - ASJV) welcome representatives from EHS Office – Communication & Awareness Section, Al Ain Municipality and New Al Ain Hospital Project Senior Management.

Mr. Hasher Al Azeezi (Acting Senior Project Manager - Musanada), Mr. Basim Obaid (Project Manager - Musanada), Mr. Donal Morrisey (Resident Engineer – IFO) attended Awareness Campaign.
TOP MANAGEMENT HSE COMMITMENT
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MR. HASHER AL AZEEZI (SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER - MUSANADA) APPREPRIATED PROJECT TEAM FOR EFFECTIVE HSE IMPLEMENTATION AT PROJECT SITE AND NEW ACHIEVEMENT ON HSE MILE STONE. MR. HASHER AL AZEEZI ADVISED THAT “CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT” IS REQUIRED IN HSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN SAFE & HEALTHY WORKING ENVIRONMENT.
MR. DONAL MORRISSEY (RESIDENT ENGINEER – IFO) APPRECIATED AND THANKED PROJECT TEAM FOR ALL THE HARD WORK AND EFFORTS TOWARDS MAINTAINING REQUIRED HIGH HSE STANDARDS ON SITE.
MR. ZAHER SALMAN (PROJECT DIRECTOR – ASJV) THANKED ALL PROJECT EMPLOYEES FOR THEIR ACTIVE PARTICIPATION AND CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS MAINTAINING HIGH HSE STANDARDS AT PROJECT SITE AND ACHIEVEMENT ON HSE MILE STONE.
MR. LEE ROCHE (CONSTRUCTION MANAGER – IFO) REQUESTING PROJECT EMPLOYEES TO ADHERE SAFE WORKING PROCEDURES IN THEIR DAY-TO-DAY ACTIVITIES IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN HIGH STANDARDS OF HSE AT PROJECT SITE.
ASJV HSE ENGINEER MR. GENARO GIVING BRIEF DESCRIPTION ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF “ABU DHABI OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH SYSTEM FRAMEWORK (OSHAD-SF) CODE OF PRACTICE “COP 11.0 – SAFETY IN HEAT” VERSION 3.1 JUNE 2017 REQUIREMENTS AT NEW AL AIN HOSPITAL PROJECT.
ASJV HSE ENGINEER MR. GENARO GIVING BRIEF DESCRIPTION ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF “ABU DHABI OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH SYSTEM FRAMEWORK (OSHAD-SF) CODE OF PRACTICE “COP 11.0 – SAFETY IN HEAT” VERSION 3.1 JUNE 2017 REQUIREMENTS AT NEW AL AIN HOSPITAL PROJECT.
AWARENESS TRAINING ON "SAFETY IN HEAT"
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MR. MANDOUH GASIM M. FROM EHS OFFICE – COMMUNICATION & AWARENESS SECTION, AL AIN MUNICIPALITY CONDUCTED AWARENESS TRAINING ON “SAFETY IN HEAT”.

MR. MANDOUH GASIM M. EMPHASIZED ON THE PROACTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED TO PREVENT “HEAT RELATED ILLNESS” AT WORK PLACES. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES WERE ALSO DISCUSSED DURING AWARENESS SESSION.
NEW AL AIN HOSPITAL FRONT LINE STAFF AND OPERATIVES ATTENDING HSE AWARENESS TRAINING ON “SAFETY IN HEAT” CONDUCTED BY AL AIN MUNICIPALITY HSE DEPARTMENT
VIDEO CLIPS ON HEAT STRESS MANAGEMENT WERE PRESENTED DURING AWARENESS TRAINING PROGRAM
APPRECIATION
MR. MANDOUH GASIM M. REPRESENTATIVE FROM EHS OFFICE – COMMUNICATION & AWARENESS SECTION, AL AIN MUNICIPALITY) APPRECIATED PROJECT TEAM FOR STRONG COMMITMENT TOWARDS HSE AND IMPLEMENTING COP 11.0 – SAFETY IN HEAT” AT NEW AL AIN HOSPITAL PROJECT.
APPRECIATION FROM AL AIN MUNICIPALITY EXECUTIVE FOR STRONG COMMITMENT TOWARDS HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT ON THE NEW AL AIN HOSPITAL PROJECT.
MR. VIVEK GUPTA (HSE ENGINEER – IFO) DELIVERED VOTE OF THANKS TO ALL PARTICIPANTS FOR THEIR ACTIVE CONTRIBUTION FOR MAKING THIS CAMPAIGN A SUCCESSFUL EVENT.
SAFETY PLEDGE
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Safety Pledge – Employees Commitment towards HSE

A VIEW ON NEW AL AIN HOSPITAL PROJECT’S FRONT LINE STAFF, FOREMEN AND OPERATIVES TAKING THE SAFETY PLEDGE DURING THE CAMPAIGN “TO MAINTAIN SAFE & HEALTHY WORKING ENVIRONMENT AT PROJECT SITE” – PLEDGE LED BY IFO & ASJV HSE DEPARTMENT
TEAM WORK NEVER FAILS
THANK YOU!

PRESENTED BY NEW AL AIN HOSPITAL TEAM